Partnering for Success

Sapiens DigitalSuite
For Life, Pension & Annuities

Reaching the Next Level
Life, pension and annuity carriers have long understood
that they risk losing their customers if they don’t provide
the type of digital experience that all of us have come to
expect from the retailers and service providers we interact
with daily. Agents, brokers and other channel and service
providers also require a powerful digital ecosystem to
capably carry out their crucial tasks.
But merely using a portal to offer millennials the online
presence they require, or working with an isolated
analytics system to parse data, isn’t enough.
There is another level to be reached. An all-encompassing
digital approach that features integrated components
functioning at their highest levels and complementing
each other. This fully digital business approach is powered
by process automation, which will lead to cost savings,
enhanced customer service, fewer agent mistakes and
fast products launches, among many other advantages.

Seamless Customer Journey
Imagine a world in which Melissa, a prospective insured,
quickly and seamlessly purchases life insurance via an
intuitive mobile portal. She agrees to allow her insurer
to access her Fitbit information via the insurer’s
branded app.
The app monitors her behavior and offers real-time
suggestions (best practices carefully cultivated from
endless streams of data) for improvement, along with
incentives for meeting targets (such as 10,000 steps
per day), reducing the probability of a future claim
(healthier customers require fewer appointments, tests
and hospital visits).

Additionally, health coverage decisions can be formulated
with the latest and most accurate information, reducing
exposure to risk (and cost). When Melissa suddenly ceased
her daily steps after a long period of consistency, her life
insurer agent, who maintains a 360-degree view of Melissa
via a customer-centric dashboard, calls and discovers
the good news that Melissa is pregnant! The agent refers
Melissa to some helpful tips for a healthy pregnancy and
they begin discussing coverage for her future child. This
seamless customer scenario is possible with the
Sapiens DigitalSuite for Life, Pension and Annuities.

The Sapiens DigitalSuite for Life,
Pension and Annuities
The Sapiens DigitalSuite offers an end-to-end, holistic
and seamless digital experience for life customers, agents,
brokers, customer groups and third-party
service providers.
The suite is pre-integrated with Sapiens’ life core and
is comprised of Digital Engagement and Digital
Enablement and API Layer components.
The suite is a cloud-based solution.
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Sapiens DigitalSuite for Life, Pension & Annuities
Digital Enablement and API Layer
The Sapiens Digital Enablement and API Layer facilitates
an open-communication, API-based platform that enables
carriers to interact with insurtech companies, ecosystem
technology providers and business partners.
By enabling seamless interaction with any service under
any technology, our open architecture ensures that
providers will choose the “building blocks” they need and
then easily and seamlessly integrate all elements within
their insurance ecosystem, to succeed today and prepare
for the future.
The goal of the API layer is to simplify the complexity of
the integration with different parties, including the policy
administration system (PAS) and to expose consumable
APIs that can be easily used by the different channels
and the carriers’ partners. The layer includes a mapping
tool between the PAS and Digital Platform data models,
so that a data model and APIs can be constructed for
the specific journey. This layer is also responsible for the
orchestration of core services and powered by modern
DevOps automation and tools.
Sapiens’ data management, digital micro-engines,
micro-apps and productivity tools (digital studio,
automated decisioning, etc.) offer insurers full digital
enablement. The API layer and accompanying digital tools
will enable life, pension and annuity insurers to get up and
running quickly.
Built for cloud scalability and security, this layer supports
spikes in demand and facilitates a smooth online
experience. Faster time to market results from dynamically
exposing configuration changes from the PAS to the
engagement layer.

Digital Engagement
The suite is equipped with a full digital engagement layer
that offers a customer (CustomerConnect), an agent
(AgentConnect) and service provider portal (formerly
Sapiens “PORTAL”) based on customer-centric principles
to fit modern business models; and multiple customer
journeys supporting the full value chain pre-engagement,
through onboarding, servicing and claims.

In addition, Sapiens provides built-in integration with
a set of digital, customer-engagement tools – such
as personalized video, chatbots and digital forms
management – that are embedded into the digital lifecycle
of the new insurance era.
Digital engagement includes a Journey Builder and API
configuration tool for insurance business journeys –
insurers can quickly and easily add new journeys and
configure existing customer journey paths. Sapiens also
offers out-of-the-box templates and visual components
for client and agent portals, as well as service providers
that are well designed for modern usage by our digital
product owners and UX experts.
Everybody wins! The insurer benefits from a solution for
up-selling and marketing; and easy integration to nonSapiens solutions/CRMs simplifies system implementation
and maintenance for IT.
Insurers can choose to use the full suite, or only the Digital
Enablement and API layer.

Ecosystem and Insuretech
By combining insurance solutions and services with auto
and home sensors, digital transformation platforms, etc.
life insurers can become part of a strong ecosystem that
magnifies their reach and appeal. Sapiens partners with a
wide variety of cutting-edge insurtech companies to bring
our customers innovative solutions and products that are
seamlessly integrated with the platform’s infrastructure
services, such as security, logging, monitoring and
analytics. The sky is the limit when it comes
to ecosystems...

Sapiens Cloud and SaaS
Business Model
Sapiens offers private and public cloud options.
Sapiens’ cloud deployment includes full infrastructure
for operations, plus the option of choosing cloudrelated managed services delivered by Sapiens’ highly
experienced professional services team. The cloud
proposition is based on a SaaS business model. It reduces
high maintenance costs by eliminating the need for
dedicated operations personnel and IT infrastructure.

Sapiens DigitalSuite for Life, Pension and Annuities
Business Benefits
The Sapiens DigitalSuite offers a wealth of business
benefits, including:
Accelerated Transformation- Sapiens’ API layer and
highly efficient DevOps enable insurers to digitally
transform rapidly and achieve fast time-to-value for
digital strategies. Insurers can quickly launch new and
innovative product offerings, and also benefit from new
and enriching ecosystems.
Actionable Insights – Insurers will be able to unlock their
silos of information and synchronize disparate data-points
via our advanced analytics solution, resulting in data
driven decision making that will provide tangible business
benefits.
Personalized Customer Experience – Using the Sapiens
DigitalSuite, insurers, interact with them in their preferred
channels during a consistent journey, expose only the
relevant data and offer new products and services that are
the right fit.

Process Automation – Consumer processes are
completed automatically, with minimal human
intervention. Increased automation and self-service
capabilities will help insurers significantly improve
customer experience and lower costs.
Reduced Costs and Greater Efficiency – the combination
of digital accessibility across preferred interaction
channels and devices, along with automated marketing
tools in the Sapiens DigitalSuite, readies the insurer for
immediate “push” and “pull” customer interactions.

Learn More
For more information on how the Sapiens DigitalSuite for
Life, Pension and Annuities, can help take your insurance
business to the next level, contact us at :
info.sapiens@sapiens.com

About Sapiens
Sapiens International Corporation empowers insurers to succeed in an evolving industry.
The company offers digital software platforms, solutions and services for the property
and casualty, life, pension and annuity, reinsurance, financial and compliance, workers’
compensationand financial markets. With more than 35 years of experience delivering to over
450 organizations globally, Sapiens has a proven ability to satisfy customers’ core, data and
digital requirements. For more information: www.sapiens.com
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